


Colours enable us to perceive reality as we know it. 

In today’s digital era, we are often overstimulated by 
colours we consume through the screens of our modern 
devices. Over time, such conditions have desensitised 
our appreciation of natural pigments. Offline Colour, as 
the title implies, is a journey to slow down, to relearn to 
see tonal existence in non-digital colours and to 
become aware of how we perceive colour subjectively 
and objectively. 

The exhibition features new abstract paintings by Jamie 
Tan and Jamie Teo, including for the very first time a 
collaborative piece that bridges their differing art 
practices, and a common interest in colour.  





Jamie x Jamie  
Essay by David Chan

Colours have always been the quintessential ingredient in art-making. Even if some 
artists have wilfully turned a blind eye towards colour theory, it is undeniable that 
the allure of hues has inspired generations of artists. From the saturated still lives of 
the Renaissance to the vibrant strokes of impressionism, artists have been quick to 
evolve in sync with increasingly exotic colours. It did not take long before the likes 
of liberated artists such as Piet Mondrian, Jackson Pollock, and Mark Rothko 
allowed colours to completely take over and become the raison d’être of art. 

Clearly, by using colour as a noun rather than a verb, we were introduced into a 
plethora of visual experiences, one beyond the narrative but targetted towards the 
mind and the senses. Now, fast forward into the digital age, one filled with 4K 
colours and synthetic paints — while the tools may have changed, the 
preoccupation with colour has never waned. 

Colours as the quintessential ingredient in art-making, this is precisely at the core 
of two emerging Singaporean artists, Jamie Tan (Tan) and Jamie Teo (Teo)’s 
practices. Both artists have been clearly bitten by the colour bug. While they may 
coincidentally share similar names and even artistic themes, their approach to 
colour is anything but similar. Being a painter myself, I cannot help but wonder 
the reasons that would drive these two contemporary artists into the arduous craft 
of painting colour-field pictures. I was curious. I wanted to find out their 
motivations and sensibilities to colour; why is it still a worthy endeavour to 
investigate this age-old genre? To address my curiosity, I approached Tan and Teo 
with a series of questions that were meant to illuminate their motivations and 
make sense of their process. 

From the very start, it was clear that Tan and Teo’s passion for colour was not just 
triggered by the stimuli of colour but rather by the affiliations surrounding it. Both 
Tan and Teo see colour, not as merely inert labels but rather as a trove of 
fascinating conditions that would expose our limitations to reality and help us get 
in touch with our inner senses.  

Given that we are already living in an overtly colourful and stimulating digital era, 
I started by asking Tan and Teo’s opinion on the old way of looking at traditional 
colours (e.g., paintings, prints, etc.), versus the contemporary digital way (e.g., 
television, screens, etc.).  

Tan was adamant that digital colours had desensitized our visual senses, and it 
was through “offline colours” that we could rebuild our appreciation towards the 
interaction of pigments and natural light. “What I find fascinating about colour is 
that it is very resistant to being contained. [Colour embodies] the spirit of freedom/
liberation. The discourses of colour have no boundaries and seep across/in 
between different disciplines… colour certainly has no obligation to only exist in a 
certain space.” 

Teo, on the other hand, feels that the constant bombardment of moving pictures is 
precisely the reason why we should strive to slow down. “What I want to focus on 
is the slowing down of such intake by stripping down the contents of what a 
moving image (referring to digital content) consists of into pure colour… so what 
fascinates me is how long I can hold this gaze and attention of the viewer by 
instilling an idea of movement inside the viewers own mind while looking at the 
work.”
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“What I find fascinating about colour is that it is very resistant to 
being contained. [Colour embodies] the spirit of freedom/liberation. 
The discourses of colour have no boundaries and seep across/in 
between different disciplines… colour certainly has no obligation to 
only exist in a certain space.” - Jamie Tan



Though born into the digital era, I could see that Tan and Teo were keen to return 
to a more quiet and personal space. Perhaps they felt that their art could offer 
themselves and others a path into a more neutral world, to get in touch with 
nature and our inner minds.  

In that case, where would this space belong? Would it be physiological or 
psychological? Right from the very beginning, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
(1810) had surmised that colours had a sublime influence on our emotional and 
psychological faculties. Later on, psychiatrist Kurt Goldstein (1942) further 
expanded on his research to suggest how colour may also affect one’s physique, 
mental, and emotional states.  

Tan made the connection that colour is fluid and continually moving between 
states of physiology and psychology. “I feel that colour is the tissue that lines both 
psychological and physiological into a continuum that sways back and forth. 
Besides looking at colour (in nature), we should be reminded that we are 
embedded within colour (in our minds).” Tan believes that our exposure to colour 
is what “influences the choices that we make, affects our feelings, or even guides 
us throughout the day (and) night.” In short, colour helps trigger our psychological 
responses, which in turn helps move us physiologically.  

In Teo’s case, she sees it somewhat differently: colour simultaneously and 
intuitively affects a person’s psychological and physiological self. It is a natural 
phenomenon that refers back to our inherent instincts of fear or comfort towards 
specific colours. “Look at warning signs (bright reds, neon orange and blinding 
yellows), and animals that are brightly coloured that are highly poisonous and 
venomous… this association with danger, or not, is embedded in our 

psychological process of constant reminding and years of conditioning associating 
certain colours with danger, warning and prohibition.”  

In other words, colour is so deeply entrenched into our psyche that we are already 
unable to deny its influences. Incidentally, Frank and Gilovich (1988) have 
explained that our “learned associations to colour” have contributed to our 
aversion to certain colours, such as the association of black to negative emotions. 
Teo also made similar references to assert that “the problem (with) colour is its 
toxic relationship with physical objects and how we are being taught from a young 
age that these colours strictly belong to each of these objects.” What she is 
referring to is how colours are always associated or attached to objects, like how 
the colour orange cannot avoid being associated with the fruit. Naturally, the 
etymology of colours is not universal; in certain cultures the association may be 
different. Take the Hadza people who have been historically hunter-gatherers. The 
colour blue appeared only relatively late in their culture. Imagine how they would 
have reacted to seeing a painting from Tan or Teo. 

At this point, even though Tan and Teo see the influence of colour slightly 
differently, they agree that colours cannot be independent of both the 
physiological and psychological self. In that case, how do they “activate” their art 
to trigger a reflexive response in the viewer? As we dive into their respective 
process, things begin to get interesting, Tan and Teo’s approach may seem similar 
in genre, but their starting points are drastically different.
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“What I want to focus on is the slowing down of such intake by 
stripping down the contents of what a moving image (referring to 
digital content) consists of into pure colour… so what fascinates me 
is how long I can hold this gaze and attention of the viewer by 
instilling an idea of movement inside the viewers own mind while 
looking at the work.” - Jamie Teo



In Tan’s process, he starts intuitively by chance, “I think a lot of times colour 
choices are a leap of faith, quite random, part memory, part instinct, not sure why 
you choose a colour but just a sense of curiosity, a feeling.” The composition then 
gradually develops by “pushing and pulling” tonal values and by constantly 
looking and tuning to grant each space “characteristics”. The painting eventually 
takes on a visual personality and things like focal points and disruptive colours 
begin to emerge in order to balance the whole composition. He sees tones as 
crucial elements to draw attention to the eye and also as a way to reflect on our 
daily experiences. In his view, we are already exposed to different intensities of 
light and shadows during the day; his paintings merely enhance our viewer 
experience further.  

While Tan, like most artists, wants to control his craft, he is also keenly aware that 
the painting knows better: “I know that colours have their own sets of freedoms in 
the way they interact with each other.” To deal with rogue hues, he relies on 
observation and a knack for solving “problematic sequences,” colours that become 
disruptive against the whole composition. Nonetheless, there are times where the 
problematic colours do enhance the overall aesthetics, and it will just be a matter 
of balancing the rest to conform with this new direction. For application, Tan uses 
a combination of tape and freehand to create lines that vary between a painted 
feel and a more definitive hard edge.        

In Teo’s process, she goes through a reflective cycle of inquiry and action: “when I 
see a certain peculiar combination of strangeness and familiarity, I always think of 
a lot of things at once. I would wonder why this caught my attention, and why am 
I staring at it for such a long time, why does it appeal to me and how can I pick 
apart certain areas of this image and recreate it in my own way.” She enjoys 

picking apart her curiosity and documents many aspects of her daily life through 
photographs, and at times just by making mental notes. 

When it comes to painting, Teo does not take chances — or rather, she does not 
take chances directly on the final painting. She starts her series through a rigorous 
process of experimentation and incubation. At any given point she is looking for 
breakthroughs, “I’ll continue doing studies till I find the combination that looks 
decent enough, and then I’ll begin working on the composition — where I want to 
place certain colours, where I want them to collide/merge etc.” However, she 
admits when she starts on a big piece, it sometimes takes on a life of its own, “the 
whole process repeats again because it will always end up as something that looks 
totally different.” 

In effect, Teo admits keeping it safe at the beginning of her series, sticking with 
colours “that blend well, stick with the same family of warm and cool [colours]. 
Don’t mesh them together — if not you will create greys, and people tend to steer 
away from muddy colours.” If the process is ever-evolving, how does she consider 
the work to be complete? Teo has that covered, “once I manage to find that certain 
subtlety and tension, I decide that the painting is done.” This approach has been 
working for her paintings, and her instincts are to keep to this formula. However, 
she is conscious of this limitation and wants to gradually challenge herself to break 
free and take on bolder combinations, “I feel we shouldn’t be afraid to develop 
our works and style and to fully embrace what we genuinely enjoy making, and 
want to share with others.” 
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“From the very start, it was clear that Tan and Teo’s passion for 
colour was not just triggered by the stimuli of colour but rather by 
the affiliations surrounding it. Both Tan and Teo see colour, not as 
merely inert labels but rather as a trove of fascinating conditions that 
would expose our limitations to reality and help us get in touch with 
our inner senses.” - David Chan



As a painter, I can fully relate to the inherent dangers of getting too comfortable in 
a series, or sticking to a trending topic over and over again. But for both Tan and 
Teo, their journeys have only begun, and it’s appearing to be an exciting one. For 
Tan, his more intuitive process guides his choices and hones his colour 
sensibilities. For Teo, her sensitivity towards her surroundings inspires her to 
translate that feeling into colours that transcend the eyes and into the mind. I am 
sure as they explore inwardly, their outward expressions will continue to grow and 
manifest in even more complex combinations. The future seems filled with 
wonders and possibilities for the duo.  

To end, I hope Tan and Teo will be inspired by this quote from dear Pablo Picasso, 
“Others have seen what is and asked why. I have seen what could be and asked 
why not.” 

David Chan is one of Singapore’s most talented contemporary artists and at the 
same time an earnest art educator. Chan used to mentor Jamie Tan and is 
currently an Artist Mentor with the National Arts Council.  

Art Porters is most grateful for Chan’s writing and contribution to Offline Colour.

1 In his classic work “Theory of Colors,” Goethe (1810/1967) offered intuition-based speculation on the influence of 
colour perception on emotional experience. Goethe used the concept of “plus” or “minus” colours to suggest that 
shades of certain hues could induce different levels of positive or negative feelings. 

2 Goldstein’s research was mostly formulated by assuming the causation between various wavelengths of colour and 
different levels of arousal. 

3 Lindsey, et al. had used 23 Munsell colour samples to show 55 Hadza informants, 48 monolingual Somali 
immigrants and 43 university undergraduates. They were asked to name the colours, the results proved that many 
disparities exist within colour recognition and there was no universal acknowledgement of colours.  

4 https://www.pablopicasso.org/quotes.jsp 
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Jamie Tan & Jamie Teo  
Offline Colour 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H180 x W140 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(08) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Prussian Blue & Bright Turquoise) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(10) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Kings Blue Light, Zinc White & 
Lemon Yellow) 
2017 
Oil on linen 
H36 x W26.7 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(09) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(04) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Buff Titanium, Cerulean Blue) 
2017 
Oil on canvas 
H36 x W26.7 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(03) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (English Red & Magenta) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(06) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(05) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Indigo, Ultramarine Blue, Neutral 
Grey & Titanium White) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(02) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Cinnabar Green & Violet) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(07) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Tempo(01) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H40 x W30 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Who's afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue (R) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H70 x W60 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Who's afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue (Y) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H70 x W60 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Who's afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue (B) 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H70 x W60 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Dancing on the edge of the abyss 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H125 x W95 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
Your Tropical Memory 

2020 
Oil on linen 

H160 x W120 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo 
Untitled (Phthalo 
Blue, Dioxazine 
Purple & Turquoise 
Green) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H120 x W170 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Turquoise Light, Cerulean Blue, 
Blue Grey, Rose Madder Lake) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H120 x W120 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Cadmium Yellow, Titanium White & 
Warm Grey) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H100 x W80 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Naples Rose, Neutral Grey, 
Manganese Violet & Ultramarine Blue) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H120 x W90 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Brilliant Pink, Magenta, Naples 
Rose & Cadmium Yellow Medium) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H120 x W90 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Bright Green, Terre Verte, Neutral 
Grey, Lemon Yellow & Yellow Ochre) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H130 x W100 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Untitled (Manganese Violet, Titanium White, 
Yellow Ochre & Vermillion) 
2020 
Oil on linen 
H150 x W120 cm 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Loop #1 
2020 
Oil on canvas sheet 
H30.5 x W22.9 cm 
H31 x W24 cm (framed) 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Loop #2 
2020 
Oil on canvas sheet 
H30.5 x W22.9 cm 
H31 x W24 cm (framed) 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Loop #3 
2020 
Oil on canvas sheet 
H30.5 x W22.9 cm 
H31 x W24 cm (framed) 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Loop #4 
2020 
Oil on canvas sheet 
H30.5 x W22.9 cm 
H31 x W24 cm (framed) 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Loop #5 
2020 
Oil on canvas sheet 
H30.5 x W22.9 cm 
H31 x W24 cm (framed) 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Loop #6 
2020 
Oil on canvas sheet 
H30.5 x W22.9 cm 
H31 x W24 cm (framed) 
Unique
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Jamie Teo  
Loop #7 
2020 
Oil on canvas sheet 
H30.5 x W22.9 cm 
H31 x W24 cm (framed) 
Unique
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Jamie Tan  
b. 1990, Singapore 

Jamie Tan explores the formal possibilities  of colour through layered blocks of 
gradation  — all varied in its arrangement investigating the binary, or lack thereof, 
between contrasting and complementary colours that seemingly expand, recede 
and overlap within its own boundaries. He emphasises that the character of colour 
is in its ability to trigger feelings through their alternating moods, peculiarity and 
significance all at once , a multi-fold sensation in which colours embeds itself into 
our memory at a particular moment in time.
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Jamie Tan CV

Education 

2012 - 2015  Diploma in Fine Arts - Painting 
                     LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore 
                    

2015 - 2017  Bachelor of Arts (First Class Honours) Fine Arts 
                     LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore 
                     The McNally School of Fine Arts, Goldsmiths University of London 
                    

Select solo exhibitions 

2019  Takes Two to Tango, TAKSU Gallery, Singapore 

2018  Planes of Paradise, TAKSU Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

Select group exhibitions 

2020  Offline Colour, Art Porters Gallery, Singapore 

2018  Art Expo Malaysia, TAKSU gallery, Kuala Lumpur 

2018  Locals only, TAKSU gallery, Singapore 

2018  Art Stage Singapore, TAKSU gallery, Singapore 

2017  Art Expo Malaysia, TAKSU gallery, Kuala Lumpur 

2017  Bilateral Bonds, TAKSU gallery, Kuala Lumpur 

2017  MALTI, One East Asia Gallery, Singapore 

2017  LASALLE Work in progress show: Neither glimmer nor ghost, Institute of                     
          Contemporary Arts, LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore 

2015  The LASALLE Show: ‘Garnish with’, Institute of Contemporary Arts, LASALLE   
          College of the Arts, Singapore  

2015  LASALLE ‘Fantastic Rubbish: For the Love of Locality’ Exhibition,  
          Brother Joseph McNally Gallery, LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore 

2014  LASALLE ‘A Space Across From You” Exhibition, Project Space Institute of  
          Contemporary Arts, Singapore 

2014  LASALLE ‘Should We look On The Other Side” Exhibition, Praxis Space   
          Institute of Contemporary Arts, Singapore 
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Jamie Teo  
b. 1996, Singapore 

Drawn by the peculiar sensation of not being able to focus on any particular area 
within the surface of colours in her abstract works,  Jamie Teo invites viewers to 
experience a different approach to seeing  by  meticulously blending colours to 
both create and investigate its movement and ambiguous outcomes.  

Her  paintings embody a sense of tension that lingers between the stillness and 
phenomenal movement where colours begin to change the longer you look at 
them. Areas of unique, impulsive textured brushstrokes are built up from the rigid 
process of pushing thick accumulated paint back and forth.  

This juxtaposition from the smooth and flat gradient surface captures fleeting 
moments where colours merge and break apart from each other within an ever-
changing field of stillness, evoking a visual interaction between the viewer and the 
work, seeing and experiencing an intangible in-between.
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Jamie Teo CV

Education 

2013 - 2016  Diploma in Fine Arts - Painting  
                     LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore 
                     

2016 - 2018  Bachelor of Arts (First Class Honours) Fine Arts 
                     LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore 
                     The McNally School of Fine Arts, Goldsmiths University of London 
                     

Select group exhibitions 

2020  Offline Colour, Art Porters Gallery, Singapore 

2019  Art Expo Malaysia 2019, Art Porters Gallery, MATRADE Exhibition and  
         Convention Centre (MECC), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

2019  Art Jakarta, Art Porters Gallery, Jakarta Convention Centre Senayan   
         Indonesia 

2019  S.E.A. Focus, Art Porters Gallery, Gillman Barracks, Singapore 

2018  2018 UOB Painting of the Year Regional Winnings’ Showcase, UOB Art  
         Gallery, UOB Plaza 1, Singapore 

2018  KAC, Katara Art Center, Katara Cultural Village Building 5, Doha, Qatar 

2019  S.E.A. Focus, Art Porters Gallery, Gillman Barracks, Singapore 

2018  Art Expo Malaysia 2018, Art Porters Gallery, MATRADE Exhibition and  
         Convention Centre (MECC), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

Awards & Achievements 

2018  37th UOB Painting of the Year Singapore, Emerging Artist Category,        
         Silver Award 

2016  The LASALLE Bursary (BA) 

2016  The Winston Oh Travel Award 

2015  The LASALLE Bursary (Diploma) 

2015  CDC/CCC Arts Institution Bursary

Select solo exhibitions 

2019  Shifting Stillness, Solo exhibition by Jamie Teo, UOB Art Gallery,     
         Singapore 
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Jamie Teo CV

2018  The LASALLE Show 2018, LASALLE College of the Arts, Institute of     
         Contemporary Arts Singapore, Singapore 

2018  A Dive, Splendid!, LASALLE College of the Arts, Winstedt Campus,   
         Singapore 

2018  Melange, LASALLE College of the Arts, Project Space, Institute of  
         Contemporary Arts, Singapore 

2017  Between; +Project, Gallery Tomo, Kyoto, Japan 

2016  The Measure of Things, The Winston Oh Travel Award, LASALLE College      
         of the Arts, Institute of Contemporary Arts, Singapore 

2016  Between Walls, The LASALLE Show 2016, LASALLE College of the Arts,               
         Institute of  Contemporary Arts, Singapore 

2016  Gas and Dust: The Manufactured Space, LASALLE College of the Arts,   
         Institute of Contemporary Arts, Singapore 

2016  The Pondok, Winstedt Campus, LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore 

2015  As Far as I could Reach, LASALLE College of the Arts, Institute of  
         Contemporary Arts, Singapore 

2015  SAVANTS: The Young Artists Among Us Exhibition, The Arts House,  
         Singapore 
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GALLERY INFO 

Art Porters Gallery, 64 Spottiswoode Park Road, Singapore 088652 
+65 6909 0468 
Daily from 10.30am to 7.00pm (Monday by appointment) 
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Sean Soh                                    sean@artporters.com                   +65 9105 9335 
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